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Graphics and 3D Artist

2016

2016
Personal Project
Fruit in Motion

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Octane Renderer
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
I Wanted to work with some organic
objects in 3D and chose to do
so with raspberries, Blueberries
and milk swirling into a bowl. I wanted
to learn more about how to light and
compose a shoot with food that makes
a person want to have that product.
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2016
Personal Project
Classically Trained

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
I enjoy playing games in my free-time
so I wanted to design a graphic
based off my favorite Childhood
game consoles. I also wanted to
include the words “Classically Trained”
playing off the concept of being
classically trained on an instrument
like piano.
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2014
Next-Gen Intern
World Cup Event

- Tools
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
I was tasked by Steve Stone To design
a graphic based off the upcoming
world cup for advertising for HSM
hangouts. This Graphic was used for
on-screen announcements, handouts
and Social Media.
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2014
Independent Contract
Carrier Ductless Systems

- Tools
Autodesk Maya
Cinema 4D
V-ray Renderer

- Goal
Hired by Glass hand Studios to
complete 3D models and layout of
each room based off ad agency Doe
Anderson's reference images. Images
created were made to highlight
Carriers new Ductless Air Units in
home environments for a trade show
brochure and on carrierductless.com
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2014
Personal Project
Kingdom Worker

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
Inspired by CIY’s Kingdom Worker
campaign. I created this design with
the intention of being used as a shirt
and merchandise logo.
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2016
Personal Project
Star Wars R2-D2 Patch

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
Inspired by the new Star Wars movie
I created this patch design which could
be turned into a fabric iron-on patch. I
also lightly animated this illustrator
file which i combined with Star Wars
music for posting on my social media.
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2017
Personal Project
City of Washington DC

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Vacation Photos

- Goal
This project was inspired by my summer
trip to Washington DC over the summer.
The purpose of the project was to
create a interesting design taking
advantage of a default font but
customizing it to fit my design. I also
wanted to work in things that are
associated with DC into the design.
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2016
Personal Project
Pokemon in Real Life

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Octane Renderer
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
Inspired by one of my favorite
childhood pass times, playing the
original Pokemon games I created my
take on one of the Pokemon from the
first series of games. I had a lot of
fun with this one turning something
that has only lived in the cartoon
realm into something more tangible.
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2016
Personal Project
Slime Ball Metamorphosis

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Octane Renderer
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
After Viewing some motion graphics
pieces on instagram i decided to create a
piece that took music as the driving force
for its motion. This is an abstract still
from the animation. This piece was also
inspired by the movie ghostbusters and
the elements of that franchise.
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2016
Personal Project
North Pole Expedition

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
To create a shirt design based on
nature and the polar Bear. My goal
for this piece was to complete it in a
very simple style, but still tell a
strong story.
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2015
Independent Contract
Bluegrass Cellular Commercials

- Tools
Adobe After Effects
Element 3D Plug-in
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
Hired to complete the 3D Phone work
for multiple Bluegrass Cellular TV
commercials by Glass Hand Studios
which were produced through Doe
Anderson Advertising.
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2017
Personal Project
76 Brand Logo

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
My favorite number is 76 and I have been
experimenting with making my self
branding “76 Designs” so i came up with
this one form logo. I wanted to figure
out a cleaver way to combine the 7 & 6
into one shape and wanted to include a
star. The photo in the background I
took in Washington inside the NASA
portion of the national air and space
museum.
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2015
Independent Contract
ETC Irideon Product Launch

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Octane Renderer

- Goal
Hired by Glass Hand Studios to design
and implement 3 full photo-realistic
environments to showcase ETC’s new
Irideon Light Fixture. These scenes
where created to use for stills and
animations for the promotional
material released at the launch of the
Irideon Unit early 2016.
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2017
Personal Project
Air Jordan Themed Badge

- Tools
Adobe Illustrator

- Goal
I have always loved the Jordan brand
so I wanted to create a custom badge
based around the branding. I created
the text by using the same angles and
widths for all letters. I used the Air
Jordan Man to tie in the existing
branding and 6 stars signifying each
of Jordan's championships.
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2016
Personal Project
Hershey Easter Ad Mock-up

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
With Easter approaching I decided to
create my take on a Hershey
Chocolate ad campaign. I wanted to do
this project to learn about making
food look appealing through
texturing and lighting.
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2016
2015
Personal Project
Independent
Contract
GE Aviation Center in Dubai

- Tools
Cinema 4D
Adobe After Effects
Adobe Photoshop

- Goal
I was Hired by Glass Hand Studios for 3
months to help them complete a massive
project for GE Aviation. Our part of the
project was to create background graphics
and animations for many interactive elements
designed by Forest Giant of Louisville, KY. The
many interactive stations ranged from a
single 55 Inch touch table to a wall of TV’s
that were stacked 3x7. This project was
created to be displayed in the city of Dubai in
the Middle East at a special facility. Airline
executives and royal family's were invited to
visit to learn about GE and their new
analytical technology to keep planes
serviced well and functioning better. These
graphics have since been re-purposed by
forest giant for similar use in China, Germany
and Austin, TX. Shown are 3 of many elements
i created for the project.
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